RE

Geography

History

Computing

Exploring stories from
the Bible

Using maps and atlases to find and name

Finding out about Mary Anning

Learning about keeping

Special ways of living-

Exploring facts about one country as a

Harvest, Sukkot and
Christmas
Discussing why people say

continents

Discovering how we know
dinosaurs existed.

class

safe on computers
Creating simple
algorithms.

Taking part in Geography day

English

thank you
Science

Phonics
Key stories
Instructions
Nonfiction books related to
History topic
Narratives about real events
Sentence work using capital
letters and full stops

Year 1
Discovering
Dinosaurs

Classify dinosaurs and animals
Use magnifying glasses to observe
objects carefully
Observe seasonal changes
PE

Art

Games

Mixing colours

Dance

Enjoying famous Art
work about seasons
Creating seasonal art

Mathematics
DT

Music

Designing and creating

Drumming

sock puppets

Pitch, rhythm and

PSHE

pulse

Maintaining good
relationships

Create and
perform dinosaur
music.

This is a selection:
Count, read and write numbers to
20
Add and subtract numbers to 20
and solve problems
Begin to recognise place value
Learn number bonds
Recognise and name 2D and 3D
shapes
Find halves of objects and shapes

RE

Geography

History

Computing

Exploring stories from
different religions

Using maps and atlases to find and name

Finding out about Mary Anning

Learning about keeping

Special Times- Eid and

Exploring facts about one country as a

Christmas

continents

Discovering how we know
dinosaurs existed.

class

Discussing why we should
look after our world

safe on computers
Creating simple
algorithms.

Taking part in Geography day

English

Science

Year 2
Discovering
Dinosaurs

Classify dinosaurs and animals
Use magnifying glasses to observe
objects carefully
Observe seasonal changes

Phonics
Key stories
Instructions
Nonfiction books related to
History topic
Narratives about real events
Sentence work using conjunctions
to extend sentences

Mathematics

PE

Art

DT

Music

Games

Mixing colours

Designing and creating

Drumming

Dance

Enjoying famous Art

sock puppets

Pitch, rhythm and

work about Seasons

PSHE

pulse

Creating seasonal art

Maintaining good
relationships

Create and
perform dinosaur
music.

This is a selection:
Recognising the place value of
each digit in a 2 digit number
Using the expanded method to add
and subtract 2 two-digit numbers
Calculating amounts
Multiplying and dividing
Describing 2D and 3D shapes
Solving problems using addition
and subtraction

